
Who has never improvised a makeshift hut with an 
old sheet and two chairs?

Because she made a thousand for her 3 boys (not 
always successful, not always stable!), Estelle Saa-
dallah had the idea to launch Mamie Stella, the 1st 
brand of nomadic huts in fabric, practical and made 
in France which can be created alone or with others.

Mamie Stella is a decorative and functional alterna-
tive to the homemade cabin.

The hut known as La Guitoune is a refuge for the 
whole family, a welcoming place where one feels 
good alone or with others. A hut like a theater of 
poetic moments that will serve both the overflowing 
inspiration of children and parents  (for a romantic 

evening for example!).

Because it is ultra-easy to attach to stable everyday 
objects (a bed, a chair, etc.) thanks to its links and 
its fillable weights, the Guitoune becomes a real 
modular cocoon and adaptable everywhere. It is also 
easily attached to its wooden portico, a real small 
multi-purpose nomadic arch (tent, tipi, support, etc.), 
which can be set up and removed at will.

Offering endless possibilities by connecting to 
other sails and being able to accommodate multiple 
accessories BIG CUSHIONS and Frous-Frous Gar-
lands, there are no longer any barriers or limits to 
the imagination!
Nomadic, the Guitoune can be taken anywhere 
thanks to its carrying strap.

MAMIE STELLA, A NEW BRAND OF NOMADIC INDOOR / OUTDOOR FABRIC CABANE MADE IN FRANCE, 
ETHICAL AND VIRTUOUS.

PRESs release

We are reinventing the concept of blanket huts. 



In the wake of alternative pedagogies (Montessori, Frei-
net or Steiner-Waldorf for example), the cabin develops 
the motor, creative and cognitive capacities of child-
ren while adapting to parents’ decorative interiors.

Designed, developed and manufactured entirely in 
France with socially committed French partners, the 
undyed white cotton of its veil, by its timelessness, will 
be a companion for all ages.

Its pack includes a Guitoune sail, 4 ballast weights to 
fill and a strap (price 150 euros). The starter pack can 
be completed with a BIG CUSHION (price 90 euros) and 
a Frous-Frous Garland (price 22 euros). The gantry will 
be available for pre-order in early 2022.

To know more :

Contact : estelle@mamie-stella.com 
Social networks : @mamie_stella_officiel

Meet on www.mamie-stella.fr

 Finally a nomadic fabric cabin for the 
whole family! 


